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Abstract

This document describes the implementation of periodic boundary conditions in
the ALEGRA finite element code. ALEGRA is an arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian
multi-physics code with both explicit and implicit numerical algorithms. The peri-
odic boundary implementation requires a consistent set of boundary input sets
which are used to describe virtual periodic regions. The implementation is nonin-
vasive to the majority of the ALEGRA coding and is based on the distributed
memory parallel framework in ALEGRA. The technique involves extending the
ghost element concept for interprocessor boundm-y communications in ALEGRA
to additionally support on- and off-processor periodic boundary communications.
The user interface, algorithmic details and sample computations are given.
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Introduction

1. Introduction

Many problems in engineering analysis can effectively utilize periodic boundary condi-
tions. For example, anisotropic materials allow for waves which depend on only one spa-
tial dimension yet at the same time admit transverse motion. Periodic boundary conditions
in the transverse direction can reduce the lateral extent required to model this one-dimen-
sional motion using a two- or three-dimensional code. Magnetohydrodynamics is another
set of equations which admits such solutions. Other problems require periodic boundary
conditions as the natural means of achieving boundary independence such as in the study
of scale cascades in turbulence or in microstructural simulations. In some cases the prob-
lem may be required to be periodic in an angular direction such as a pie slice geometry for
z-pinch modeling. In most cases, the periodicity reduces to simple translations.

ALEGRA is being developed at Sandia National Laboratories for modeling a great variety
of shock wave physics phenomenal]. It is desirable that ALEGRA support within its ba-
sic infrastructure these various periodic boundary conditions for both explicit hydrody-
namics, including Lagrangian and Eulerian modeling, as well as modeling of physics
which requires the solution of linear systems (i.e implicit algorithms). This report de-
scribes the implementation approach for periodic boundary conditions in ALEGRA.

A standard implementation of periodic boundary conditions in explicit transient dynamics
finite element codes is to first identify the set of corresponding periodic nodes and then
follow any assembly of forces to these nodes by an additional summation of the forces on
the corresponding periodic boundary nodes. Unfortunately this straightforward algorithm
does not carry through either for implicit algorithms or for Eulerian algorithms. One solu-
tion which has been implemented for the Sandia code MP-SALSA is to define a truly peri-
odic mesh by modification of the element connectivity lists and explicitly updating nodal
locations when needed in order to get the correct gradients and volumes[2]. This approach
seems too invasive for use in ALEGRA. It requires that the user apply special software to
modify the initial mesh. Postprocessing also appears to require special modifications. It is
desirable to have a periodic mesh capability in ALEGRA which can be applied to a normal
mesh satisfying proper periodicity conditions on the nodes of the finite elements which lie
on periodic faces, edges and nodes. The user may also want to apply different boundary
conditions to the same mesh. The complexity of modifying the mesh for the periodic
boundary conditions seems undesirable and perhaps error prone. Another code at Sandia
which supports periodic boundary conditions in serial is the JAS3D code which is a quasi-
static explicit Lagrangian mechanics code [3].

One technique for implementing the periodic boundary conditions in ALEGRA is to ex-
tend the ghost element infrastructure inherent in distributed memory parallel processing.
This is minimally invasive to the code since only boundary communications are affected
and periodic boundary conditions can be effectively partitioned from the rest of the code.
The ghost element technique does require additional memory and processing but is minor
compared to the advantages available. This approach is taken in ALEGRA and will be de-
scribed in detail in this report.
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The Supported Transformations

2. The Supported Transformations

The ALEGRA user must supply an initial mesh which supports the periodic boundary
conditions requested. This mean that consistent matching node sets are required for each
set of periodic boundaries. For the mesh to be allowable, the number of nodes is matching
node sets must be the same and each node in one node set must correspond one-to-one to a
node in the matching node set. The user may pick either a translation or a rotation for each
periodic boundary condition as illustrated in Figure 1below. If periodic boundary condi-

0
4

n

7
/

1~ 2 / 3

(0.,0.) 400

Figure 1 Basic Translational and Rotational Periodicity Cases.

tions are specified on a particular set of nodes sets then these are the only boundary condi-
tions which may be specified there. This is because from the point of view of the code
there is no boundary in the periodic directions. Attempts to specify additional boundary
conditions on the periodic boundaries will result in incorrect results.

2.1 Translational periodicity

User input for translational periodicity is

PERIODIC BC, {NS 1}, TRANSLATE {U}, {NS2} [TOLERANCE &]

where NS 1 and NS2 are the first and second node sets, u is the translation vector which
maps the nodes in NS 1 to NS2. & is a tolerance value described later. That is,

X2 =Xl+u (1)

For example, user input for an x-periodic box with unit dimensions would be

periodic bc, nodeset 1, translate, x 1. y O., nodeset 2

with the node set on the left and right boundaries identified by 1 and 2, respectively. The
tolerance value is optional and is described in Section 3.2. Whenever node and element
quantities are mapped across periodic boundary for the translational periodicity case, only
the physical coordinates are modified. This is much simpler than the rotational periodicity
case described below in Section 2.2

12
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2.2 Rotational Periodicity

User input for rotational periodicity in two dimensions is
.

PERIODIC BC, {NS1 }, ROTATE {0 } POINT {p } {NS2} ~OLERANCE 8]

and in three dimensions

PERIODIC BC, {NS1 }, ROTATE {0 } POINT {p} AXIS {a },{NS2} ~OLERANCE &]

a is the rotation axis passing through the point p which rotates NS 1 to NS2 through an
angle 0 given in degrees. Figure 1 shows an example which would be described by

periodic bc, nodeset 3,rotate 35. ,point, x O. y O. ,nodeset 4

In general, this case requires transformations of vector and tensor variables. That is.

[1
cOs(e) –sin(0) O

x~-p = R(xl–p) = V sin(0) cOs(e) 0 V*(xl -p) (2)

o 01

where R is the rotation matrix. R is generated as shown using the matrix V = {b, c, a }
composed of the column vectors b, c and a where the vectors b and c are orthogonal
unit vectors perpendicular to the unit vector a called the axis of rotation. V is a real uni-
tary matrix. The code ensures that the input vector a is converted to a unit vector even if it
is not input as such. In two dimensions we can take V to be the identity tensor since the
axis of rotation is assumed to be perpendicular to the two-dimensional plane. In three di-
mensions we define

A

h = IX
(3)

where f is the unit vector corresponding to the smallest absolute value coordinate of a
and

c =axb (4)

For rotational periodicity, scalars transform unchanged, vectors transform according to

and

v~ = Rvl (5)

tensors transform according to

T2 = RTIRT (6)

13
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since it must be that

T.vq = RTIV1..- (7)

2.3 “Potential” Dependent Variables

Implicit in the design of the periodic boundary condition implementation in ALEGRA is
that only the above transformations are required. However, there are some special bound-
ary value problems for which true periodicity does not extend to all the dependent vari-
ables. For example, consider a pressure driven pipe flow in which periodicity in the flow
direction might be assumed on top of a constant pressure gradient. The forces are periodic
but the pressure has a term which is linear (not periodic) in the flow direction. Similarly,
a periodic electric field potential cannot support a non-zero mean electric field. When non-
zero mean fields are required, the best way to handle these cases is to reformulate the
equations to include the mean field explicitly in order that all dependent variables are peri-
odic unknowns. Such capabilities have been added in two important instances to be de-
scribed in Section 3.6.1 and Section 3.6.2.

2.4 Number of Required Node Sets

The user must define enough node sets to completely specify all adjacent periodic image
regions. Each bounding image will correspond to a single node set. Think of picking up
the primary region and placing it in one of the bounding image regions, The two nodes
sets that exactly overlap in this process are the matching node sets which must be associat-
ed with each other in an input command line. The proper number of node sets that appear
in all the periodic boundary input command lines is equal to the number of periodically
extended regions which touch the primary region. The number of periodic boundary input
lines is exactly half this number. This count must be done carefully since the node sets do
not necessarily correspond geometrically to objects of the same dimension. In two dimen-
sions it is possible to have bounding node sets that are all lines. In other cases some node
sets are lines and some are points. In three dimensions periodic boundary node sets can be
surfaces, lines or points. An example of a periodic extension in 2D which does not include
any point node sets is given in Figure 2.There are six neighboring images (A-F) of the pri-
mary region (Z) and thus six node sets. The matching node sets are (1,2),(3,4) and (5,6)
with corresponding translation vectors (0.25, 1.0), (1.0,0.7) and (0.7,-0.3), respectively. A
two-dimensional square requires only 2 node sets to describe periodicity in one direction
as shown in Figure 3a. Periodicity in both directions would require 8 node sets since there
are 8 neighboring periodic image regions. In Figure 3a we see that node set 1 matches
node set 2 for a single periodic direction. For the fully periodic 2D case shown in Figure
3b the matching node sets are (1,2),(3,4),(5,6) and (7,8). Node sets 5,6,7 and 8 each con-
sist of only a single node. Table 1 describes the required node sets for a 3D periodic “box”.
The box is the most obvious object which can be extended periodically. It is however a
special case. A general periodic object will more likely have fewer neighbors than the box
and thus fewer required node sets to describe the periodicity. Again, the required number
of node sets is equal to the number of periodic images that border the actual or primary re-
gion.

14
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2D node sets for a case where there are no point boundaries
therefore no point node sets.

and

Number of
Periodic

Directions

1

2

3

Required
Input

Faces Edges Corners command
node sets

lines
I 1 I I

2 10 10 12 11

4 4 0 8 4

6 12 8 24 12

TABLE 1: Required node sets for a 3D periodic box
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The Periodic Boundary Condition Implementation

3. The Periodic Boundary Condition Implementation

Implementation of the periodic boundary condition algorithm in ALEGRA required sever-
al steps as described below. The term “processor” is used exclusively to describe a single
networked computer running a single instance of ALEGRA. The term “node” refers to a
nodal quantity in the finite element sense and is the same as “vertex” in common
ALEGRA terminology. The following steps were required:

1) Update coding which switches based on a multiple processor check to instead switch on
a communication requirement. Periodic boundary conditions require communication even
on a single processor.

2) Find the processor locations of matching nodes and create lists of nodes associated with
each adjacent processor. A processor may adjacent to itself and thus is required to commu-
nicate with itself.

3) Use the identified processor lists to setup communications. Create temporary virtual
node numbers for nodes “residing” on virtual processors in order to setup communication
sets and ghost elements. These communications are not always off processor. Sometimes
they are on a single processor.

4) Renumber the global node numbers so that they are labeled periodically. That is, nodes
which map periodically to each other have exactly the same global node numbers. This al-
lows for the correct creation of global sparse linear systems. The global node numbers are
required for example by the AZTEC linear solver package [5].

5) Test the code for various configurations in both serial and parallel.

Further details of the required changes are described below.

3.1 Updating ALEGRA to allow for inter-processor communications.

The ALEGRA code had several locations which implement single processor optimiza-
tion. Thus code which used to look like

if(number_of_processorso>l) {}

was replaced in some instances by

if (Boundary_Communication_Is_Required ()) {... )

where the function returns true if more than one processor is in use or if there are periodic
boundary conditions.

3.2 Identifying matching nodes sets

The ALEGRA implementation assumes that the user has provided a mesh that contains
matching node sets in a periodic sense. After mesh decomposition, a parallel node match-
ing algorithm must be executed in order to create periodic boundary node sets. The pro-

17
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The Periodic Boundary Condition Implementation

cessor boundary node sets are provided by the mesh decomposition software in the
parallel case for normal processor boundaries but not for the periodic boundaries. In es-
sence the mesh must wrap across the periodic interface. Two nodes match if using the
standard Euclidean norm

Ix,-(x, +u)f<e’l’

for translational periodicity, or

I%-(P +~(~, -ml’-’?

(8)

(9)

for rotational periodicity. The value e is a user specified tolerance (default 10-5) and 1 is
a dimension given by the diagonal of the cartesian box containing the two node sets.

The parallel node matching algorithm is developed below and the results are described rel-
ative to Figure 4. The actual coding does not actually send or receive a message from a
processor to itself but the affect is the same and the algorithm is described as if the mes-
sage was actually sent.

1) Find those processors that have nodes in node set 1 (NS 1) and node set 2 (NS2). This
can be done by a global operation. The number of nodes in NS 1 and NS2 on each proces-
sor is then known by all the processors. In the example, all processors know that there are
3 nodes in NS 1 processor 1,3 nodes in NS 1 on processor 2,3 nodes in NS2 on procesorl
and 3 nodes in NS2 on processor 3.

2) Post an asynchronous send of the NS2 information including global number and local
location to all processors containing NS 1 nodes. In the example, processor 1 sends infor-

NS 1 NS2

1 6

2 7

3’ 8

4 9

5 10

Figure 4 Sample decomposition for description of parallel nodeset matching.
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mation on nodes 6,7,8 in NS2 to processors 1 and 2 while processor 3 sends information
on nodes 8,9,10 to processor 1 and processor 2.

3) All processors containing NS 1 nodes request the remote NS2 list from all NS2 proces-
sors using a blocking receive. After each receive then loop through the local NS 1 to find a
matching node in the remote NS2. Quit search of remote NS2 if a single matching node is
found. Place the matching node on the NS1 matching node list and sort by the NS 1 global
node number. There may be nodes which are matched on more than one processor but
each node is only matched once on each processor. In the example, processor 1 receives
the NS2 list from itself and finds the matches in the order (1,6),(2,7),(3,8). It also receives
the NS2 list from processor 3 but matches only (3,8). Processor 2 receives the NS2 list
from processor 1 and finds the match (3,8). It also receives the NS2 list from processor 3
and creates a match list in the order (3,8),(4,9),(5,10).

4) Check on completion of asynchronous sends of the NS2 array. In the example, proces-
sors 1 and 3 check that their NS2 messages described in 2 above have been received.

Now repeat steps 2 through 4 swapping NS 1 and NS2 but sorting always on NS 1 in step 3.
The details of the matching in the example case are left to the reader. Each processor will
now have NS 1 and NS2 matching node lists that are sorted correctly. Both the local and
global node numbers are communicated in the ALEGRA coding.

3.3 Internal implementation of periodic boundary conditions

Ghost elements, faces, edges and nodes must be created in the periodic ghost elements and
communications must be set up with the virtual periodic processors. To achieve this
sleight of hand, a periodic mesh interprocessor communication object (PMeshIPC) is de-
rived from the ALEGRA MeshIPC class. The MeshIPC class is responsible for nearest
neighbor communications in ALEGRA. The PMeshIPC class thus handles the details of
communications and variable updates for the special case of periodic communication. The
processor set class is updated to allocate and store the PMeshIPC objects. The required
methods and algorithms of the MeshIPC class are rewritten to handle PMeshIPC commu-
nications and updates (i.e. translations and rotations) as necessary. The on-processor up-
dates are handled either through using the MeshIPC buffering scheme or by a direct copy
of variables from one location to another. “Swap and add functions” must first swap, then
correct the information for periodicity conditions and then add.

The current ghost element creation code in ALEGRA assumes that all global node num-
bers are unique. This causes complications because for this algorithm to work the periodic
ghost nodes must be given a unique identifier rather than the their periodic image num-
bers. Currently, this temporary numbering is accomplished by boxing a computational
space which encloses the whole periodic mesh including all associated ghost elements at-
tached to the mesh and then mapping an integer to each ghost node. The algorithm as-
sumes 32 bit integers. In two dimensions 15 bits of this integer are reserved for the x
coordinate and 15 bits to the y coordinate. In three dimensions there are 10 bits available
for each coordinate. The packed integer is then set to a negative value to identify the node
as a periodic ghost node. This works in most cases but will fail for meshes with extreme
variations in edge lengths or for extremely large meshes (- 1 billion nodes). In addition,
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The Periodic Boundary Condition Implementation

the algorithm for calculating ghost node numbers needs the matching node number from
the matching node set in order for the unique node algorithm to work correctly. The com-
munication set lists must also be sorted. For this sorting to be done correctly the nodes ly-
ing on a processor boundary are sorted according to the global number of only one of the
matching node sets. The ghost nodes are sorted according to their true periodic node num-
bers.

3.4 Message Tags

Each side of the matched periodic boundary has a unique message tag for parallel commu-
nications. The standard message tag for boundary updates is incremented by a unique
identifier for sending and receiving for each periodic boundary pair in order that the mes-
sages arriving from the same processor but from opposite sides of the periodic boundary
might be distinguished.

3.5 Scratch Maps

Eulerian updating of variables uses a scratch storage. This requires that the scratch storage
be mapped according to type so that appropriate transformations can be made. Symmetric
tensors always transform to symmetric tensors and anti-symmetric tensors always trans-
form to anti-symmetric tensors.

3.6 Implicit Algorithms

Since nodes are matched on periodic boundaries the nodal degrees of freedom are redun-
dant. If the redundant nodes are kept as separate unknowns this will result in the formation
of a non-symmetric matrix. This is highly undesirable for iterative solver efficiency and so
it is important that the redundant degrees of freedom are excluded from the matrix formu-
lation process. This is accomplished by first properly tagging boundary nodes as owned or
not owned in the periodic sense and then communicating ownership information so that
the other communication sets can determine where to obtain correct information for sub-
sequent updates. Redundant entities must then be labeled with the corresponding periodic
global identifier so that the proper periodic matrix may be created. Figure 5 illustrates a
two-dimensional periodic mesh showing ghost elements and redundant nodes and edges.
In the next two sections the special formulations for modeling electric fields with a scalar
potential and the magnetic field with a vector or scalar potential are described. These spe-
cial formulations are required in order to maintain a nonzero mean field capability.

3.6.1 Electric Field Modeling with ALEGRA-EMMA

Electromechanical modeling of quasistatic electric fields in ALEGRA-EMMA (EMMA)
assumes that the electric field is the gradient of a scalar potential. However, a periodic po-
tential cannot represent a nonzero mean electric field. Since we wish to allow nonzero
mean fields, a slight reformulation of the standard EMMA configuration is implemented
to allow for an arbitrary mean external field. This is accomplished by representing the
electric field as the gradient of a potential $ such that

20
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3 ,1 2 3 1

\ , vA
9 7 8 9 7

6 4 5 6 4

3 1 2 3 1

\ J
9 7 8 9 7

Figure 5 Periodic Extension. Center region has 8 neighboring images. Ghost
element numbers are labeled. Circled nodes and edges (faces in 3D)
are redundant and are not included in linear system solve.

(lo)

so that

(11)

where EeXt is an externally applied electric field and the summation is over the homoge-
neous solutions $C associated with each constant potential conducting surface and $P is a
particular solution [2]. The zero free charge assumption implies that the electric displace-
ment, D, satisfies

,.. -.., ,., .__. .-r .,.. . . .—-------. ...

V.D . V.(EE + p) = () (12)
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where p is the spontaneous or remanent or mechanical polarization and & is the permittiv-
ity tensor. This leads to the set of problems:

VO(EV$C)= O with $C = 5Cj on conductor (13)

VO(EV$P) = V.(P + E~eX1)with $P = 23,X,” x on conductor. (14)

Zero electric displacement boundary conditions are imposed as natural boundary condi-
tions on any free surface. Periodic conditions are imposed on periodic boundaries. The ex-
ternal field can be considered to appear in the equations as an effective polarization. EeXt
can be given arbitrarily, and, if all boundaries are periodic, the mean field will be exactly
E,Xl. Moreover, EeXl will only affect the solution if periodic boundary conditions are en-
abled. Additional standard EMMA boundary conditions for a given problem will still
work and thus impose conditions on the electric field and may have the effect of nullifying
part of the imposed field.

If there are only periodic or natural (Neumann) boundary conditions, then the elliptic
boundary value problem is not well posed. In this case ALEGRA specifies the finite ele-
ment node with the minimum global number to a fixed zero potential. This does not affect
the gradients of the solution. In this case it also required that the whole mesh be connect-
ed, i.e. fully contiguous, otherwise the solver will fail because the matrix associated with
any disconnected region not containing the single fixed potential point will be singular.

3.6.2 Magnetic Field Modeling with ALEGRA

Where a potential is used for transient magnetics modeling it is not possible to represent a
non-zero mean magnetic field with a potential alone. As in the electric field case, a solu-
tion decomposition allows the presence of a non-zero mean field. We represent the mag-
netic induction B as

B= VXA + B. (15)

where A is the vector potential and BO is a constant vector independent of time. It repre-
sents that part of the initial conditions which cannot be represented by a potential and is
invariant in time. This invariance can be shown by integration of the magnetic induction
equation. For a 3D periodic box all
vector potential equation becomes

VX(V(VXA+Bo)) = J =

Given the gauge

4=U-A+~VeA

three components of the mean field are invariants. The

(
M@#+ux(VxA+Bo)

)
(16)

(17)
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the corresponding weak form of Equation (16) is

j(VXN)OV(VXA+Bo)dQ+ jV@V) v- ‘;A di2
c? Q

(18)

J+ (JN ● ‘+(/(2 + ja’V ● (A ● (Vu) T)df2
a Q

(19)

J J 1= ~X~bOli?dr+ v(VOA)$VOndr+ (siVo(ux Bo)dL2
1- r Q

(20)

The BO terms leads to two additional right-hand-side contributions to the linear system.
Given A the calculation of J is based on

J(VW .v(vxA+B,)dQ (21)
Q

(22)

A similar set of equations follows in 2D x-y plane geometry for the vector potential com-
ponent perpendicular to the plane. The scalar equation to be solved in this case is in weak
form

J
DA
DtzdQ + ~ViV. V(VAZ+ B~)dL2 = jiVH~ ● ndr - j’o(u ● B~)Ndf2 (23)oN—

Q c1 r (.2

where BL = (–BY, BX). Similarly the calculation of the current density utilizes the equa-
tion

jVN . v(VAz+B:)df2 = jNH:wzdr+ ~JNdQ (24)
c? r !2

The key point here again is that it is possible to use a periodic potential for a general peri-
odic problem and the symmetry of the solution matices can be maintained provided we
augment the equations slightly to represent the mean field explicitly.
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4. Example Calculations

The following example problems illustrate the use of periodic boundary conditions in
ALEGRA. These problems run in both serial and parallel and test various features of the
periodic boundary condition capability. The test problems shown are found in the
ALEGRA 2D and 3D verification suites and are referenced appropriately in the section
headers.

4.1 Exploding wire in a wedge. (Verification/2D/periodicA-otper)

This problem tests the periodic boundary conditions for a rotationally periodic configura-
tion. The initial setup is an offset overdense (pressurized) wire in a wedge is illustrated in
Figure 6. The interior and exterior edges expand at the same time as the wire explodes. A
reflected shock is seen due to the image wire expansion.

4.2 Exploding wires (Verification/2D/periodic (lag, eul, advect))

This set of three test problems are all point source explosions in a periodic mesh as shown
in Figure 7. The calculations are shown a five times. A Lagrangian calculation (lag) shows
the mesh distortion. An Eulerian calculation. (eul) of the same setup gives the results from
an Eulerian approach to solving the same problem. A final Eulerian calculation (advect)
imposes a constant velocity on the whole system and is timed to give the same configura-
tion at the final time in periodic space.

Figure 6 Offset pressurized wire in a 2D periodic wedge.
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Example Calculations

Figure 7 Point sources in a periodic box (left:lag, cente~eul; right: advect)
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4.3 Afisotropic shock propagation (Verificatiod3D/periodifiexqtz)

Following Johnson [9], we simulated the propagation of elastic waves that would be pro-
duced in a linearly elastic, anisotropic medium by parallel plate impact. Ignoring edge ef-
fects, this loading generally produces one-dimensional plane waves of mixed longitudinal
and transverse character in an elastically anisotropic medium. The wave that produces pre-
dominantly longitudinal particle motion is called the quasi-longitudinal wave; the ones
producing predominantly transverse particle motion are called quasi-transverse waves.
The particle displacement directions in the three distinct waves that can be generated in an
anisotropic elastic material form an orthogonal triad, just as for the longitudinal and trans-
verse waves familiar in isotropic elastic bodies.

The chosen wave propagation simulation provides a test of the periodic boundary condi-
tions because only they are compatible with the resulting particle motion in a 3-D simula-
tion. This is because, unlike an isotropic body, the deformation produced by plane wave
propagation is an elastically anisotropic body is not one of dynamic uniaxial strain. The
axial and transverse motions are not simple to describe and will generally not be known in
advance.

The simulation tests the transverse isotropic elasticity portion of the ferroelectric-antifer-
roelectric material model for lead zirconate titanate which has been implemented in
ALEGRA [7] [8]. Transverse isotropy is the same as hexagonal symmetry to second order
in the elastic response. The effects of anisotropy were less than 1% in Johnson’s examples
of wave propagation in the hexagonal materials Ti and Be [9]. To amplify the effect of
hexagonal anisotropy we fabricated a new model material using the density and elastic
constant values for quartz but omitting the quartz C14 (Cl 123) elastic constant. The result-
ing hexagonal material supports the same two-wave structure as do Ti and Be single crys-
tals but with a greater visual impact: the difference in the longitudinal stress amplitudes in
the two waves reaches a maximum of 5.3% for propagation along a direction that is 73°
away from the hexagonal “c-axis.”

Applying Johnson’s analysis to this “hexagonal quartz” material yielded the values listed

in Table 3 under “Theoretical” for the waves that result from propagation at 730 from the

c-axis. In this table, crzzl and OZZOare, respectively, the longitudinal stress behind the

faster quasi-longitudinal wave (QL) (called “Region l“) and behind the quasi-transverse
wave (QT) (called “Region 2“). The material frame axes are denoted by a, b, and c, with
the c-axis being the unique axis for hexagonal symmetry. Components in the laboratory
frame are denoted by subscripts x, y, and z; wave propagation in the sample is along the
laboratory z direction with the material b-axis normal to the plane containing the labora-
tory z-axis and the material c-axis.

The transverse isotropic elasticity model and the periodic boundary conditions were veri-
fied against the analytic results by simulating symmetric impact of two identical plates of
infinite lateral extent: A mesh of 2x2x120 cubical hexahedral elements was created in a
rod of material with dimensions 1x1X3 millimeters. The rod was given an initial velocity
of-50 m/s in the z direction and one face of the rod was held with zero z-velocity. Period-
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ic boundary conditions were specified in the lateral directions. As explained by Johnson
[9], this impact boundary condition is equivalent to the stress boundary condition he used
in his calculation. Table 2 gives computed values in each region.

Value Region O Region 1 Region 2

p kg/m3 2672.8 2670.6 2650

Vxkmk -4.06 10.92 0

Vzknds 0.0 -3.56 -50

cfzzPa -7.84e8 -7.41e8 o

axz Pa 0.0 -1 .75e8 0.0

6YZPa 0.0 0.0 0.0

TABLE 2: Plane Wave Propagation at 73° to c-axis in “HexagonaJ Quartz”

Quantity Theoretical Simulated Difference(%)

QL wave speed (km/s) measured at 6.013 6.042 1.0
wave midpoints

QL wave speed (km/s) 6.013 5.971 -0.1

from [pvzl~/[Ply”

QT wave speed (km/s) measured at 4.379 4.37 0.0
wave midpoints.

QT wave speed (km/s) 4.379 4.322 -1.3

from [pvzl~/[Pli -

QL Particle Velocity Amplitude Ratio 4.23 4.25 0.5

[Vzl:mxl;

QT Particle Velocity Amplitude Ratio 4.23 4.21 -0.5

[vxl:Ozl~

1 – Ozzl/~zzo (%) 5.293 5.485 3.6

~xzl ‘~zzo 0.224 0.223 0.4

TABLE 3: Plane Wave Propagation at 73° to c-axis in “Hexagonal Quartz”
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An analysis of the results is shown in Table 3. The wave speeds and amplitude ratios were
calculated directly from arrival time differences at nodal points or from the shock jump
condition indicated. Numerical broadening of the wave front was evident in the wave pro-
files. For this reason the speed of the foot of the wave systematically exceeded the speed of
the midpoint amplitude of the wave. The amplitude ratios are calculated as described in
the table. Figure 8 illustrates the hexqtz test problem.

Figure 8 Two wave structure and transverse motion in the horizontal periodic
direction is seen for a wave whose structure depends only on the
vertical coordinate. The wave is propagating downward and
displacements have been exaggerated.
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4.4 Periodic ElectricField(VerifimtiotisD/qsern-physi~~~lbOX)

Consider a periodic array of spheres embedded in a uniform electric field and assume that
the permittivity of the spheres differs from that of the surrounding medium. Using the pe-
riodic boundary conditions we can compute the electric field in the medium and the
spheres. If each sphere is small with respect to the periodic mesh, then we expect the solu-
tion to be close to the classical solution of a sphere in a uniform electric field. For this case
the field inside the sphere is then a constant given by

()3E
E. —Illt = &r+2 ext (25)

where &r is the relative permittivity, Eint is the electric field in the sphere and Eexl is the
externally imposed electric field.

If c, is 2 and each component of the electric field is of unit magnitude then the field in a
small sphere in a periodic box will be 0.75 of the external field. This is seen in Figure 9.

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0

-0.5

-1.0

-1.5

,’
------- . . . . . . . .

------- ------- .-
.,

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5
diagonal distance

Figure 9 Plots of $ (solid), 10$ (dotted) and electric field component
(dashed) for dielectric spl!ere in a periodic medium.

where the total potential, $, the periodic particular potential, $P and the electric field
components are shown on a diagonal of a unit cube containing a sphere of diameter 0.25.
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4.5 Periodic Magnetohydrodynamics (Verification/2D/mhd_physics/cnvct45)

This 2D test problem illustrates the effect of a magnetic field on a periodic initial configu-
ration consisting of a 2 by 2 array of rotating vortices. The initial divergence-free velocity
field is given by

v = 2(–sin(zx)cos(ny), cos(7cx)sin(7cy)) . (26)

and the initial uniform magnetic field is directed along the 45 degree line with magnitude
2&ix 10-3 . The material is a y = 5/3 ideal gas with unit density and initial internal en-
ergy of 0.9. This particular problem is about equally balanced between kinetic and mag-
netic energies and dissipation plays a fundamental role. The magnetic Reynolds number

RM = LOOUL = (4z10-7)(106)(2 )(2) = 5.03 (27)

is indicative of this. The ratio of kinetic to magnetic energies densities is given by

p,, = ;“2/2 = (1)(4)/2
= 0.63

B-/(2pO) 8 X10-6/( 8n10-7)
(28)

which indicates as well that the magnetic energy should play a fundamental role in the so-
lution. The various power terms for the magnetic energy conservation equation are given
in Figure 10. It is seen that the magnetic forces works against the initial kinetic energy in
the problem since the work power term is negative. The magnetic power is positive at
first as the magnetic energy is increasing due to fluid motion then becomes negative as this
energy dissipates into heat. The slight dip in the power sum is an open issue relative to im-

Z. ~.-.—- , ————

\

loi ,’ ‘
:1 \ j
.,.. ‘ \

L ;, ..__

$ OK”. ,- _ ;.:.=- .-2: / —- -— Sum ~.,., 1’ Magnetic ~ 1
—

-10?, ,~
— Joule

—-, - U.JXB ~~
:\;’ Poynting ~.,,- ._

~
-20 z _ ;——. . .—. -

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 10
time

Figure 10 Power rates in cnvct45 test problem.
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Figure 11 Energy histories from cnvct45 test problem.

proving the magnetohydrodynamic modeling. The energy histories are shown in Figure
11. Since the mean field BO is constant, the total magnetic energy must always be greater
than the constant mean field energy since

! ~’dx = j((~-llo)+~o)’dx = p – Bo)tix+po’dx (29)

This feature is seen in Figure 11. The flow undergoes an initial transient phase and then
settles down into periodic strips of flow moving in the direction of the mean field lines as
illustrated in Figure 12. Since there are no true boundaries, the Poynting powers and ener-
gies are zero.

Figure 12 Temperature distribution at early time and late times.
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5. Unsupported Features and Unresolved Problems

Currently it is possible for a mesh with extreme variations in element size to reach the lim-
its of the periodic ghost node numbering scheme and the ghost numbers calculated will
not be unique. This is because the ghosts node numbers are arrived at by a Cartesian space
subdivision with limited resolution due to the 32 bit integer limit. For most meshes this
will not be a problem.

ALEGRA still needs to be upgraded to support periodic boundary conditions with face
and edge centered variables. Required actions include debugging the setup code so that
faces and edges will be created properly for all meshes with periodic boundary conditions
as well as calculating face and edges global numbers correctly for proper usage of AZTEC
with periodic boundary conditions. In particular, the radiation transport and conduction
capabilities do not run with periodic boundary conditions. Although most meshes with pe-
riodic boundary conditions pass through the face and edge creation code without mishap,
there is at least one mesh which currently results in an exception.

No ALE (Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian) problems have been attempted with periodic
boundary conditions.

Initial refinement does not work with periodic boundary conditions.

An incompatibility between pressure boundary conditions and periodic boundary condi-
tions has been reported.

There appears to a problem when running periodic boundary conditions in parallel in Eu-
lerian mode. The ALEGRA Verification/3D/periodic/eul problem does not give the same
answer in parallel to the precision believed to be possible. Visually the answers appear to
be correct.

There have been unresolved reported problems with MHD Rayleigh-Taylor growth being
erroneously seeded at periodic boundaries. Subsequently, problems with respect to the use
of correctly updated boundary information in parallel in the current MHD coding have
been discovered. Generally, periodic boundary condition errors can be either in 1) a gen-
eral parallel algorithm or 2) the particular periodic boundary condition coding. Thus the
MHD RT bug maybe corrected now but must be reinvestigated.

The user must not attempt to inconsistently apply periodic boundary conditions and other
boundary conditions on the same surfaces. There are currently no checks in the code to try
to catch these types of user errors.
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6. Conclusions

The current implementation of periodic boundary conditions in ALEGRA is a non-inva-
sive approach. The new capability in ALEGRA provides for improved opportunities to
study anisotropic material models and magnetohydrodynamic test problems. Periodic
boundary conditions are particularly useful for setting up verification problems in which
no mass, momentum or energy can enter or leave the problem. The basic approach taken
may be applied to any finite element code which has been written for distributed memory
parallel machines. The upgrades required are limited to the message passing support cod-
ing and other modifications to support the representation of mean component of periodic
fields given by a gradient or curl of a periodic potential.
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APPENDIX A

We document here the details of the calculation of the anisotropic material wave speed
calculations. Relative to the material axes the wave propagation direction is
a = (O, sin 0, cos e) with (3 = 730. The material properties are (See Johnson [9]):

Input Variable Value

P() 2650 kg/m3

Cll 86.8 GPa

c 12 7.0 GPa

c 13
11.9 GPa

c 33
105.8 GPa

CM= C,3,3 73 GPa..-

Table 4: “Quartz” input parameters

The wave propagation is in the material X. – X3 plane and in the laboratory x’~– X’3
plane. For hexagonal materials the relevant e~genvectors and eigenvalues are

@
= (o, ~., l); A(2)= pv?

(3)U(3) = (o, ~+>1); ~ = pv:

where the eigenvectors are given relative to the material axes. Johnson gives

2pv* = C,1(sin6)2+ C33(cose)2+CM*S

(30)

(31)

(32)

s = (Cll(sine)z -C33(c0se)z+ cMc0s(2e))z+ (C13+ CM)z(Sin(2e))z (33)

Cll(sin0)2- C33(COSt3)2+ caC0s(2e)*s
X* = (C13 + Ca)sin(26)

(34)

The predicted wave speeds are the values of V- (quasi-transverse (QT) wave) and V+
(quasi-longitudinal (QL) wave) calculated from Equation (32). The ratio of particle veloc-
ity amplitudes is obtained from the eigenvectors expressed in the laboratory coordinates
(primed). These are
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U’(2) = (~-sin(3 + cose, O,X-COS(3–sine)

_. .-, ___

The particle velocity amplitude ratio is for the QL wave

[v’l];/[v’3]: =
x+sinw) + Cos(73)

X+cosw) - sinus)

or for the QT wave

[V’3])[V’l]; =
X.cos(73) - sin(73)

X-sin(73) + cos (73)

Using Johnson’s notation the stress is

0’11= &’llC’ll+WISC’lS

0’12 = o

~’~q = &’llC’15 + 28’13C55

Taking the derivative of the displacement with respect to X’l yields the strains:

L/3 =~{B22Vy’;2)(t-;)H(t-;)-B2y+U’$3)(t-~)H(t-$)]
+ +

CT(-J
&’ll = ~

{ ()–B22(X-sin6 + cos (3)H r –
( )}

‘~ +B21(X+sinf3 + cose)H ?–~
+

(30
Xl, = ~

{ ()–B22(x-cos0 – sin6)H t–‘~
( ‘)

+B21(X+cos E1–sin(3)H t–~
+

(35)

(36)

(37)

(38)

(39)

(40)

(41)

(42)

(43)

(44)

(45)

Substituting Equation (44) and Equation (45) into Equation (39) and Equation (41) yields
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“11=2{BllB~2H(’->)-Bl~B~lHc-2)
~B,lB,,{H(t-~)-H(t->)}0’13 = ~

The ratio of longitudinal stress amplitudes behind the QL and the QT waves is thus,

Similarly, the shear stress behind the QL wave normalized

(46)

(47)

(48)

by the input stress is

(49)

These are the theoretical values given in Table 3 as 1 – ~ and
Gxzl
—, respectively.

~zzo (sZzo
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